
Peer-Reviewed 
Club Management: 
The Essential Suite
The industry software you need, trusted 
by the colleagues you know.

ACCELERATING THE 
MEMBER EXPERIENCE

Switching club management systems can be 
daunting, but this club wanted to provide the most 

extraordinary member experience possible.

STEVE F.

“The implementation of Clubessential from Jonas more than two and a half years ago was 
much easier than I had expected. The easy-to-use, modern, and intuitive interface makes it 
easy to teach Clubessential to new team members. The SQL Server database architecture is 
robust and performs extremely well, particularly relative to the competition. Frequent updates 
and new functionality enhance the user, and member experience, on a regular basis.

Clubessential o�ers a full suite of value-added features and provides the functionality 
necessary to deliver a rich club experience for our members and their guests. Clubessential 
o�ers seamless integration between back o�ice, Point of Sale, website, and electronic 
marketing to eliminate duplication of data entry and provide the most e�icient integrated 
suite for club management.”

STREAMLINING 
OPERATIONAL 
EFFICIENCIES

If you’re wondering about the day-to-day di�erence 
that Clubessential brings, these next reviewers 

speak to the way our software impacts their club’s 
operational e�iciency. 

SHAWN H.

“We had a great sales and implementation process and have been using 
the software for three years and still love it. Customer Service has been 

really good as has been the development team.

Clubessential has been a lifesaver! We were using another software before 
that was extremely cumbersome and all setup/changes were routed 

through one person who knew the software well. With Clubessential, its 
easy and intuitive interface makes setup and changes easy for end users. 
It's also fast and visually appealing. Also, the SQL backend is nice to have 

for querying data whereas our other software has a proprietary database.”

DIANE R.

“Our implementation was interrupted but still completed easier than I expected. Our 
functionality is greatly improved and I can access data so much faster. We looked at all 
major choices and are very happy with our decision. A night and day di�erence from what 
we had before. Very flexible, much better reporting, excellent support.”

SHERRI R.

“We recently implemented Clubessential Payments and are slowly converting our Members 
over to this AutoPay system and it's wonderful!! This product is very user friendly. 
Clubessential Support is also very helpful when I have run into problems in the past.

Honestly, I wasn't a fan of this software when I first began using it but once I learned the 
ins and outs of the product I am incredibly satisfied with using this all day, every day.”

CHIN C.

“The sta� have been exceptional and timely when there have been 
questions or issues. It's intuitive, so if you have worked with other products 

it is easy to pick up and manage.”

ELISA C.

What do you like best?
“It is very easy to use for memberships. We use this program to send out weekly 
email blasts to the members and it allows you to edit and create the email template 
with di�erent features including photos, video and text.”

What problems is the product solving and how is that benefiting you?
“It solves the issue of sending an email to a mass group in a click of a button. This 
allows us to send messages to over 1,000 members in a moment of time. It allows a 
free flow of communication between the organization and the members.”

ANITA P.

“It's been wonderful - great support!!!! Clubessential provides a fully integrated club 
management and POS software all the way to back o�ice accounting - it's great!”

JAN F.

“We have a lovely website and the members can use the app easily as well. 
I like the ease of sending out monthly statements via email. This software 

integrates everything in one package. Point of sale, accounting, inventory, 
tee sheets, website, food and beverage, plus the phone app and more! 

I don't really have any cons about the product.”

The Software Scrutinizers 
Have Spoken
We consider it an honor to hear from our clubs about 
the ways Clubessential is helping them attract, retain 
and serve their members for life. If you’re curious 
about how Clubessential’s suite of connected and 
data-driven tools can help you plan the best path 
forward for your club, reach out to us today.

GET A 
CONSULTATION

TODAY!

SUPPORTING YOU
SO YOU CAN SERVE THEM

All software requires support, but not all support 
is made equal. These clubs had comments for 

our support team – and the di�erence 
Clubessential made for their members.


